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Sir, 
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Sub: Information sought under RTI Act. 2005. 
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Please refer to your online RTI Application bearing Registration No.lGCAR/R/E/23/00091 dated 
24.08.2023. The reply to the information sought is as under: 

Information sought 

I am Ranjan Kumar.trade machinist, I have 
applied for the post of stipendiary trainee cat 
11/04 Mechanical machine tool 
maintenance/machinist/turner. 
ADVT.NO IGCAR/02/2021 
According to advance results of cat II, my 
rank is 03 out of 04 post from UR category 
and my skill test approx marks 95 because I 
operate machine 3 year in very well manner. 
AT the time of document verification, I show 
all my original marksheet and certificate. 
Then why you are disqualify me in original 
document. 
I have all my original marksheet and 
certificate are original 
No any fake you check all my marksheet 
and certificate by my school and college 
Please give me reply as soon as possible. 

Reply 

The information sought in the RTI Application 
does not conform to the definition of 
"Information" under Section 2(f) of the RTI Act. 

The CPIO is not supposed to communicate the 
reason why a certain thing was done or not 
done in the sense of a justification because it 
is the requisition of information that falls under 
the scope of RTI Act, 2005. He is also not 
required to interpret information or provide 
clarification or furnish replies to questions 
which are interrogatory in nature. However, it 
is apprised that the applicant has enrolled for 2 
year ITI course in Machinist trade in 2018. Due 
to Covid-19, the final year examinations were 
delayed due to which the results were declared 
on 30.05.2021. As per Clause 4 under General 
Instruction of Advt. No. IGCAR/02/2021, 
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